Cervical disc degeneration and neck pain
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Abstract: Cervical intervertebral disc has long been considered a common source of neck pain. However, the pain caused by the disc itself has not been clearly defined so far, and its diagnosis and treatment has always been controversial. Degenerative cervical disc has a rich supply of nerve fibers, is prone to inflammatory reactions, and is susceptible to pain that can be provoked by disc stimulation or distention, and can be eliminated by block. Overwhelming clinical evidence demonstrates that neck pain in patients with degenerative cervical radiculopathy or myelopathy can be subsided rapidly by anterior cervical surgery, further indicating that this neck pain stems from the pathology of cervical disc itself. Cervical discography is advocated as the only test that connects disease to symptoms, but the procedure remains controversial. If strict criteria and technique are maintained, discography can discriminate painful, symptomatic discs from nonpainful, asymptomatic discs. Discogenic neck pain alone without cervical disc herniation or cervical spondylosis accounts for a large proportion of chronic neck pain. For these patients who continue to have refractory neck pain and fail to respond to conservative treatment, anterior cervical fusion surgery or artificial cervical disc replacement may be a better choice, and preoperative cervical discography can guarantee the excellent surgical results. Existing basic and clinical studies have scientifically shown that cervical intervertebral disc degeneration can lead to neck pain.
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Introduction

Neck pain is a significant public health problem worldwide.1,2 Cervical intervertebral disc has long been considered a common source of neck pain.3–7 Although it has always been there, there has been no clear definition of pain from the disc itself, and its diagnosis and treatment has been highly controversial.8,9 The main factors contributing to this ambiguity may be deficient of understanding of its pathogenesis and lack careful observation and thorough reflection on some clinical studies. In a review of the causes of neck pain, Evans10 wrote “Although possible, there is no strong evidence that intervertebral discs (through degenerative or other changes) are a source of pain (discogenic pain). This area remains controversial”. A systematic review and guidelines from the Bone and Joint 2000–2010 task force on neck pain insisted that “there is no evidence (that was deemed scientifically admissible) demonstrating that disc degeneration is a risk factor for neck pain”.11 So, what is the truth? Is the degenerative cervical disc a source of neck pain? Can existing basic and clinical studies give an accurate answer scientifically?
Innervation of cervical intervertebral disc

One systematic review estimated neck pain mean point, annual, and lifetime prevalence rates of 7.6% (range 5.9%–22.2%), 37.2% (range 16.7%–75.1%), and 48.5% (range 14.2%–71%), respectively. Neck pain in the absence of radiculopathy, myelopathy, or clear serious underlying disease is also called mechanical neck pain. Despite the frequency of this presenting complaint, a clear understanding of its etiology is often elusive, until diagnostic procedures are completed.

Any innervated neck structures, such as muscles, synovial joints, intervertebral discs, dura mater, and ligaments, may cause pain theoretically. Cloward stimulated cervical discs mechanically and electrically to verify that the evoked pain originated in the discs themselves, rather than from irritation of adjacent structures. Annular tears stimulated within symptomatic cervical discs support the concept that the evoked index neck pain originates from the discs. Cloward also proposed that disc pain is mediated through sinuvertebral nerves. Subsequent anatomical studies did visually identify cervical sinuvertebral nerves and confirmed Cloward’s experimental observations and inferences. Intervertebral disc innervation in the cervical spine is analogous to that in the lumbar spine, with cervical discs receiving innervation posteriorly from the sinuvertebral nerves, laterally from the vertebral nerve, and anteriorly from the sympathetic trunks.

Ferlic first histologically examined innervation of human fetal and adult cervical discs obtained at operation. He found many nerve fibers in the superficial of most peripheral layers of the annulus fibrosus in the fetal specimens, and nerve fibers in two of the 18 sections in the adult specimens. Later, Bogduk et al., using a cholinesterase stain, showed the presence of nerve fibers and free nerve endings as deeply as the outer third of the annulus fibrosus in human cervical discs obtained at operation. Similar to the report of Bogduk et al., Mendel et al. found that free nerve endings and their parent nerve fibers ran throughout the annulus fibrosus of human cervical discs obtained at autopsy. Recently, Yang et al. found that ingrowth of a large number of free nerve endings into diseased cervical discs obtained from the patients with cervical spondylosis in comparison with the normal discs. Fujimoto et al. reported that the C5–C6 disc at rats is innervated by C2–C8 dorsal root ganglia (DRG) neurons. Furthermore, this innervation pattern may be a primary contributor to widespread neck pain, because a large proportion of nerve fibers innervating the cervical discs were afferent sensory pain-related nerves that are immunoreactive for calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP, a marker for peptide-containing neurons). In lumbar discs such free nerve endings were found to suggest important roles in back pain perception. These studies mentioned above may constitute facts for cervical discs to be an intrinsic source of neck pain.

Degeneration, inflammation, and pain

A previous study has suggested that the changes of structure and function of cervical disc with degeneration is related to neck pain. This neck pain is usually accompanied by stiffness of the neck, headache, unilateral or bilateral shoulder pain, nonroot arm pain, ocular and vestibular dysfunction, and pain in the anterior chest wall. However, the relationship between cervical disc degeneration and clinical neck pain was still unclear. Degeneration of disc is characterized by an elevation in levels of the inflammatory cytokines such as TNF-α, IL-1α/β, IL-2, IL-4, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, IL-17, IL-20, and IFN-γ secreted by the disc cells themselves, and these cytokines, in turn, upregulate nerve growth factor (NGF) mRNA expression and the secretion of NGF protein in cultured human disc cells. Also, cells isolated from human nucleus pulposus in the presence of IL-1β significantly increase NGF DNA expression, whereas treatment with TNF-α was associated with upregulation of substance P (SP, another marker for peptide-containing neurons) in these cells. It was demonstrated that levels of NGF and SP are increased in human painful disc.

These cytokines in degenerative disc promote matrix degradation, chemokine production, and changes in cell phenotype. Release of chemokines from degenerative discs promote infiltration and activation of T- and B-cells, macrophages, and mast cells, further amplifying the inflammatory cascade and release of neurotrophins (NTs), in particular NGF. The onset of the inflammatory condition inside the degenerated disc is a trigger to induce kinds of pathogenic responses, such as cell senescence and apoptosis, as well as nerve and vascular ingrowth.

The onset of discogenic pain is characterized by nerve fiber ingrowth into an otherwise aneural tissue. The interplay between inflammatory cytokines and NTs, produced by disc cells and infiltrating immunocytes as well as NT receptors and their modulators, may guide this process. Sensory neurons involved in inflammatory-related pain perception are typically small, NGF-dependent peptide-containing neurons. The increased level of NGF could be retrogradely transported to DRG, in which they could control the expression of some...
neuropeptides like SP and CGRP as well as other molecules related to nociception. In addition, the increased levels of NGF in the disc and the breakdown of the aggrecans will lead to the ingrowth of nociceptive nerve fibers. Therefore, the neurotrophic and neurotropic activities, as well as the sensitizing effects of NGF, make us believe that NGF expressed during disc degeneration contributes to both the nerve ingrowth into the disc and the alterations in gene expression of DRG neurons (Figure 1). The binding of NGF to Trk and p75 expressed by nociceptors initiates complex signal transduction pathways that result in the activation of transcription factors such as NF-xB, which induces the expression of a large number of proinflammatory cytokines.\(^\text{16–20}\)

The proinflammatory mediators overexpressed during disc degeneration have a major role in disc matrix degradation, through a direct regulatory action on the expression of both genes associated to fundamental matrix components and degradative matrix proteases.\(^\text{21–23}\) Matrix breakdown in degenerative disc leads to loss of the normal structure and abnormal motion, which can provoke mechanical stimulation. Mechanical stimuli, in certain circumstances such as inflammation, generate an amplified response termed peripheral sensitization through modulation of DRG pain channel activity or by the activity of sympathetic efferents,\(^\text{4}\) which eventually result in pain.

The intervertebral disc cell can be both a source and a target for NTs. Miyagi et al\(^\text{19}\) reported that disc injury in rats produces persistent increases in NGF, TNF-\(\alpha\), and IL-6 in DRG, and that intradiscal application of anti-NGF antibody to lumbar discs suppressed CGRP expression in DRG. Similar to the report of Miyagi et al,\(^\text{19}\) recently, Sainoh et al\(^\text{20}\) reported that cervical disc injury at rats induced expression of CGRP in the DRG innervating cervical discs, and that intradiscal administration of anti-NGF antibody suppressed CGRP expression in cervical DRG.

**Clinical evidence**

Although a number of studies have shown that the degenerative cervical disc is one of the main sources of chronic neck pain; however, some authoritative reviews always stated that there is a lack of consensus regarding causes or treatments for this neck pain alone without disc herniation or cervical radiculopathy.\(^\text{2,9,10,12}\)

It is well accepted that anterior cervical surgery is an effective way for cervical radiculopathy or myelopathy caused by cervical disc herniation or spondylisis. The overwhelming clinical evidence\(^\text{24–28}\) reveals that anterior cervical fusion surgery or artificial cervical intervertebral disc replacement can provide rapid relief of symptoms of axial neck pain and radiculopathy or myelopathy simultaneously by removing the source of nerve root or spinal cord compression for the patients with cervical disc herniation or cervical spondylisis. However, the treatment of intractable neck pain by anterior cervical surgery is not an accepted management. This is because the mechanism of postoperative pain relief is not clear. There was an increase in pain-related nerve fibers in both degenerative and herniated cervical discs. Because the contents of the nucleus pulposus are known to directly activate and sensitize nerve fibers, nerve fibers growing into degenerative and herniated discs might provide a potential explanation for these clinical findings. If anterior cervical fusion surgery to reduce axial neck pain is due to the elimination of mechanical instability secondary to bone fusion of the affected segment, artificial cervical intervertebral disc replacement will provide a better explanation for the reduction of this neck pain. The primary goals of cervical disc replacement in the treatment of cervical disc herniation or cervical spondylisis are to preserve motion, allow patients to quickly return to routine activities, and prevent later adjacent level degeneration after removing local disc pathology. Artificial cervical disc replacement can eliminate axial neck pain, further indicating that this neck pain is not from the pathology of other parts, such as the

**Figure 1** A schematic diagram of the relationship between cervical disc degeneration, inflammation and discogenic pain.

**Abbreviations:** CGRP, calcitonin gene-related peptide; SP, substance P.
posterior facet joints and muscles, but from the pathology of cervical disc itself.

Cervical discography and surgery
Cervical disc degeneration is common in people without neck pain. Although magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) may identify a degenerative cervical disc, it will not differentiate a disc which is pathologically painful from one which is physiologically aging. The high prevalence of neck pain and disc abnormalities in asymptomatic people provides the conceptual appeal for discography, which is advocated as the only test that connects disease to symptoms, but the procedure remains controversial.2 The main criticism of cervical discography, as with any other provocation test, is that disc stimulation may produce pain in normal discs.29 However, a normal cervical disc often accept no contrast materials or as little as 0.1–0.2 mL. If strict criteria and technique are maintained, discography can discriminate painful, symptomatic discs from nonpainful, asymptomatic discs.11,14 In addition, patients have no pain reproduction response or present only a mild to moderate neck or shoulder pain during injection. MRI can be used as a screening test to demonstrate possible painful levels, whereas discography can be used as an adjunctive confirmatory test. Discography can prevent the levels from unnecessary surgery. The combination of clinical symptoms, MRI, and discography provides the most information for decision-making and can improve the management of cervical discogenic pain. A recent systematic review noted that there is strong evidence for the utility of cervical discography as an intervertebral disc imaging tool and that intradiscal distention can produce pain.29

Anterior cervical surgery has not been used routinely for chronic neck pain probably because of a paucity of literature rather than because of poor results. From the numerous clinical studies that have been published, most patients with discogenic neck pain can benefit from anterior cervical fusion surgery.13,14,30–32 The overall excellent and good rate is between 70% and 90%.13,14,29–32 In general, surgeons who reported less favorable outcomes had not performed preoperative discography to determine surgical levels. However, high-quality studies of anterior cervical surgery for cervical discogenic pain without cervical disc herniation or radiculopathy is lacking. Roth27 first used analgesic discography to diagnose and locate painful cervical disc in 71 discogenic neck pain patients followed by anterior cervical discectomy and fusion, resulting in a 93% excellent and good recovery rate. Compared with other studies with a 76% excellent and good recovery rate used provocative discography, the author concluded that analgesic discography is the most effective test for diagnosis and location of pain-producing disc.

Discogenic neck pain alone without cervical disc herniation or cervical spondylosis accounts for a large proportion of chronic neck pain, and the reported prevalence is between 16% and 41%.2,12,29 Although this pain is resolved in most patients through conservative therapy, there are patients who continue to have refractory neck pain. Some people are even told that they have nothing to do, and they must learn to live with it. For these patients, it is necessary to actively seek for more effective treatment. In this case, anterior cervical fusion or artificial cervical disc replacement may become the last option for surgeons. However, preoperative cervical discography can guarantee a better surgical outcome.
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